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Abstract

Introduction: Secondary use of electronic health record (EHR) data for research

requires that the data are fit for use. Data quality (DQ) frameworks have traditionally

focused on structural conformance and completeness of clinical data extracted from

source systems. In this paper, we propose a framework for evaluating semantic DQ

that will allow researchers to evaluate fitness for use prior to analyses.

Methods: We reviewed current DQ literature, as well as experience from recent mul-

tisite network studies, and identified gaps in the literature and current practice.

Derived principles were used to construct the conceptual framework with attention

to both analytic fitness and informatics practice.

Results: We developed a systematic framework that guides researchers in assessing

whether a data source is fit for use for their intended study or project. It combines

tools for evaluating clinical context with DQ principles, as well as factoring in the

characteristics of the data source, in order to develop semantic DQ checks.

Conclusions: Our framework provides a systematic process for DQ development.

Further work is needed to codify practices and metadata around both structural and

semantic data quality.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The secondary use of electronic health record (EHR) data for research has

rapidly accelerated in the past decade. Understanding the behavior of

these data is important, given their complexity, the variation in processes

driving collection, and limited ability in the secondary use conteDoCoxt to

tailor data capture for a specific research purpose. As a result, data quality

(DQ) assessment is increasingly recognized as a critical component of anal-

ysis planning and evaluation.1-3 While complementary to traditional study

design tasks, DQ assessment is distinct in its focus on the operating char-

acteristics of data, such as structure, validity, reliability, and completeness,

rather than threats to effectiveness of analytic design, such as bias, con-

founding, power, and methodologic assumptions.

Poor DQ in large datasets can lead to spurious cohort construction,

misclassification of major variables, and misleading reporting of results.4-8

Further, the risks to privacy present even in nominally deidentified

datasets9 mean that primary data will not usually be publicly available.

Therefore, it is not possible for those who rely on the results to retrospec-

tively examine aspects of DQ that impact whether those results apply to

their situation. While ad hoc DQ and “data cleaning” procedures are often
described alongside analytic results, a formal, reusable approach to DQ

has not been adopted beyond a general concept of fitness for use.10-12
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To address the problem of describing data quality, researchers and

other stakeholders have developed standardized terminologies and

consensus-driven frameworks to facilitate evaluation and communica-

tion12-27 For example, the harmonized consensus-derived DQ terminol-

ogy developed by Kahn et al is based on the terms conformance,

completeness, and plausibility across the axes verification and validation.

Weiskopf et al27 propose a 3 x 3 DQA assessment to evaluate DQ along

the context-specific constructs time, variables, and patients. Johnson

et al15 developed an ontology based on Weiskopf et al's27 model to rep-

resent dimensions of data quality, namely, completeness, correctness, con-

cordance, plausibility, and currency. These and other work can be

leveraged when designing DQA for a specific dataset or data network.

While terminologies provide a general means to describe data quality,

they are agnostic about whether data align with clinical expectations.

Separately, numerous tools to evaluate specific aspects of DQ in a

research network, data system, or healthcare organization have been pub-

lished or made available.21,28-42 For example, Pezoulas et al apply statisti-

cal approaches to produce curated datasets accompanied by reports

summarizing and visualizing detected problematic fields. Estiri et al have

done extensivework in implementing statistical tools in EHR-derived data-

bases. Such tools facilitate characterization of data, but lack principles for

integrating information or standardizing processes to determine whether

the data are fit for use. They also make underlying assumptions about the

data (eg, multi- or single- institutional, dataset structure, role of outliers in

the data, etc), which limit their potential for adoption in new contexts. As a

result of these limitations, important aspects of data accuracy and seman-

tic/clinical heterogeneity can go undetected, leading to results that are less

generalizable at best and incorrect at worst. For example, the presence,

frequency, and distribution of serum creatinine, a measure of kidney func-

tion, in a cohort of patients with chronic kidney disease are expected to be

significantly different than for the general ambulatory population. These

differences are not due to missingness or plausibility of individual values,

andwill therefore not be detected bymost general-purposeDQ analyses.

Given the limits in currently available tools, DQ assessment frame-

works used by clinical research networks or learning health systems

focus primarily on structural conformance,16,34,38,43 and have limited

assessment of semantic data quality. The PCORnet data network, for

example, performs 314 DQ checks on every new refresh of the network

data.38 The PEDSnet DQ program consists of over 800 checks that are

catalogued under 15 different check types.34 These base DQ checks

serve the general purpose of examining the structural consistency of the

data. As a result, datasets derived from these research networks may

contain DQ issues that require late changes to the clinical research study

design or analytic plan,44 thus delaying analyses or limiting power or gen-

eralizability. Identifying potential gaps in quality early will allow

researchers to modify their study design or analyses to optimize the data

available to them to answer their research questions.24,45

2 | RESEARCH INTEREST

The objective of this paper is to describe a conceptual framework that

addresses gaps in current DQ theory and implementation. This

framework provides strategies to evaluate DQ that extend beyond

structural conformance and general terminologies. It attempts to tie

clinical meaning to the data, and facilitate development of systematic

DQ assessment that allows researchers and other stakeholders to

understand DQ within their own clinical context.

3 | METHODS

The conceptual framework and accompanying check development

process described here were constructed using principles drawn from

two sources: current best practice in DQ assessment for clinical data

and experience gained from studies spanning clinical research net-

works. For the former, we evaluated current knowledge by reviewing

informatics literature, and for the latter, we compiled lessons learned

and methods developed during the conduct of network research in

which the PEDSnet Data Coordinating Center played an analytic role.

The purpose of the framework is to address gaps in DQ testing specif-

ically in cases where clinical or analytic requirements drive the evalua-

tion. Therefore, we incorporated existing DQ approaches and

methods into the framework to leverage existing advances in the

field.

3.1 | Literature review

Our assessment of current state started with a survey of published litera-

ture. Our initial search strategy using disjoint terms “data” and “quality”
in PubMed proved to have a very low specificity, identifying 138 848

reports in 2017 to 2019, many focusing on analytic or process quality.

We therefore adopted an adjusted strategy using the compound terms

“data quality” and “data characterization” to identify records in this time

interval, resulting in 2701 records. We screened abstracts for relevance,

with an a priori focus on applicability to clinical data and on scale to large

databases or networks, iterating search terms (eg, “clinical data quality”
or “clinical research networks and data quality”) as necessary. This strat-
egy yielded 160 reports with full text available. The search set was aug-

mented by traversing references of published manuscripts. These were

used as substrate for an inductive thematic analysis46,47; since our intent

was to identify stable themes in DQ literature rather than assess confor-

mance to a previously defined set of concepts, we adopted the reflexive

approach described by Braun and Clarke.48 An initial set of labeled codes

was developed by the authors based on detailed examination of 10 publi-

cations describing broad-based DQ frameworks.1,15,16,19,20,27,28,34,42,49,50

These codes were consolidated, and an additional 20 publications were

reviewed to augment the initial list until saturation was reached. The two

reviewers converged on four themes from the analysis: (a) ontologies or

classification, which address labeling DQ checks or ideas (eg, complete-

ness, timeliness, conformance, validity); (b) methods and approaches, which

refer to measuring DQ terms with statistical analyses (eg, frequency distri-

butions, minimum covariance determinant, Spearman's correlation) and visu-

alizations (eg, funnel plots, time trends, clustering); (c) implementation,

which consists of applying DQ terms to research network databases (eg,
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PCORnet), or, more broadly, secondary use of EHR data; (d) breadth or

scope of application, which refers to how broadly the DQ checks are

applied. Review of additional publications added specific content within

these areas, but did not result in elicitation of additional thematic areas.

3.2 | Network study review

Analysis for study-specific DQA was nucleated with review of analysis

plans and results for the PCORnet Antibiotics and Growth Study51

and the PEDSnet Quality Measurement Study.52 This evaluation was

done in the context of PEDSnet,53 a learning health system and clini-

cal data research network focused on improving the health of children

and adolescents. Review was performed by two authors (H.R., C.B.) of

both the structure of the analyses, and the DQ issues encountered

during the analyses, as well as the methods developed to address

them. Both the narrative themes and the artifacts produced by the

studies (eg, visualizations, code for measures) were used to develop

principles for DQ planning and measure design. Additional examples

drawn from other studies in PEDSnet were used as thought experi-

ments to refine the measure development process.

3.3 | Synthesis

Themes and practices derived from the literature review were harmo-

nized by the authors with concrete examples extracted from case

studies, in order to develop a conceptual framework incorporating

major constructs driving design of well-founded DQ assessment. The

synthesis was completed with the following objectives: (a) Identify

gaps in current DQ approaches where clinical context is not

integrated; (b) Represent design patterns used by existing tools in the

framework; (c) Incorporate experience from current clinical research

networks; (d) Develop a framework that allows researchers to system-

atically approach DQ for their research interests. Therefore, we did

not comprehensively catalog existing DQ constructs and applications

in the literature, but focused our synthesis on means to achieve our

primary objectives.

4 | CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

4.1 | Overview

Figure 1 provides an overview of the conceptual framework we pro-

pose as a foundation for addressing semantic data quality. The frame-

work consists of two phases: (a) Semantic DQ Design Principles, which

are theoretical considerations that drive DQ implementation and

(b) Semantic DQ Practice, which operationalizes semantic DQ princi-

ples. Table 1 provides more detailed definitions of each DQ construct

in the framework as well as clarifying examples. Essentially, semantic

DQ extends both traditional models of DQ and statistical

preprocessing by systematically accounting for clinical contexts in

which data were collected, the role of specific variables in proposed

analyses, and the science of previously published DQ approaches. It

balances these three imperatives when examining the operating char-

acteristics of a data network or study dataset. We contend that

because the framework provides a systematic approach to DQ devel-

opment, its use provides a level of assurance that important aspects

of DQ assessment have not been overlooked.

The DQ Practice phase of the framework focuses on

operationalizing DQ principles. Specifically, it applies methods that

F IGURE 1 Conceptual model for
semantic DQA, showing the major
elements informing the development of
semantic DQA checks
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consider both clinical validity of variables and analytic approaches to

implementing DQ tests. Traversing this phase consists of two steps—

the first translates clinical concepts of interest to representations in

the data. The second then examines their validity through lenses of

clinical investigation, to define specific targets for assessment. DQ

methods apply statistical or descriptive tools to assess these targets,

and can range from simple frequency distributions or visualizations to

complex machine learning algorithms. Since the framework addresses

methods for testing and reporting DQ results in this way, it facilitates

better communication of important aspects of DQ along with analytic

results.

The remaining sections of this paper describe each of these topics

in more detail. To further illustrate the conceptual framework, we will

follow a hypothetical use-case throughout, as well as providing spe-

cific examples in which the framework has aided DQ development in

other PEDSnet studies. We model use of PEDSnet for a descriptive

study of infectious outcomes in children with cancer. The study

focuses on empiric antibiotic usage in patients with probable or con-

firmed bacterial infection while undergoing cancer therapy.

4.2 | Clinical data factors, representation, and
assessment lenses

The first phase of the framework addresses the clinical meaning

that drives data use. The existing literature contains numerous

examples of implementing DQ assessments for specific studies.

Our proposed framework extends prior work by providing a sys-

tematic approach to considering not only standard study-related

DQ constructs, but also clinical meaning and representation in the

underlying data, yielding more targeted and clinically meaningful

DQ evaluations.

TABLE 1 Central elements of semantic DQA conceptual model

Phase Construct Definition Examples

Semantic DQ Design

Principles

Clinical Data

Factors

• Expresses clinical concept for which data

quality (DQ) must be measured

• Considers the ways in which underlying

workflow affects potential variables

• Connects clinical concepts and data

provenance

• Hypertension can be measured through

diagnoses, medications (prescriptions or

administration of antihypertensives), or

blood pressure measurements in EHR data

Analytic Uses • Weighs the impact of the clinical concept

undergoing DQ assessment

• Considers the scope: how widely the DQ

check will be implemented

• Main exposure variables or outcomes may

be more important than minor covariates

DQ Principles • Addresses the combination of established

DQ theory with current needs

• Develops roadmap to determine appropriate

DQ method

• Focuses the results of variable testing

• Benchmarking hypertension metrics

across institutions for face validity

requires a different set of tools than

attempting to use external sources to test

the plausibility of blood pressure values

• Common DQ principles include outlier

detection, completeness of records,

variable concordance, and plausible

distribution of facts

Semantic DQ Practice Representation • Translates clinical concepts to data-adapted

variable definitions

• More precise clinical definitions should be

considered—eg, hypertension defined as

use of antihypertensives may be

important to measure specificity and

hypertension defined as a series of blood

pressure measurements allows more

flexibility in analytic modeling

Assessment

Lenses

• Supplies specific assessments to evaluate the

validity of variables

• Common lenses to consider in clinical

research are epidemiology, diagnoses,

clinical care, and health care utilization.

DQ Methods • Applies statistical or descriptive methods to

evaluate DQ principles

• Methods can range from simple (eg,

proportions or frequency distributions) to

complex (eg, PCA, clustering, or other

machine learning)

• Results can be categorical or can rely on

visualization.

• Thresholds for acceptable DQ can be pre-

determined or part of the applied

methodology.

Note: Green elements address development of clinical content for testing, while blue rows address application of DQA testing methods.
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At the top of the framework are clinical data factors, which

include both intended use of the data (ie, analytic requirements) and

its provenance. In effect, it reflects the motivation for using the data.

When data are collected for a specific analytic purpose, its intended

use is clear, and DQA focused on this single purpose is more straight-

forward. In large networks that serve as a data resource for a wide

range of research and QI projects, the clinical needs may vary based

on use-case or the priorities of the network. In our cancer study

example, we wish to include a cohort of children with cancer actively

receiving chemotherapy, which differs from patients in clinical trials,

or those seeking second opinions or mid-course shifts in treatment.

Additionally, the risk of infection may be higher in sub-cohorts of chil-

dren. Further, if the study aims to focus on infection during active

treatment, the terms infection and active treatment will need to be

defined in relation to the data.

To operationalize clinical data factors, researchers must translate

analytic constructs to data-adapted clinical definitions, which is

reflected in the representation step in the conceptual framework. For

example, infection can be represented in the data as a diagnosis, med-

ications used to treat infection, procedures testing for infection,

symptoms such as fever, evidence for hospitalization, or microbiology

results indicating an infectious agent. Once these analytic constructs

are defined, the next step is to map them to data domains and specific

elements in the data. Pertinent issues to consider in our example

study might include: How do custom chemotherapy orders appear in

the EHR and how are they represented in the data source under

study? What would be an expected gap in the date between diagnosis

and treatment? What is the difference between a clinical diagnosis

(eg, fever) in an outpatient (encounter diagnosis) or inpatient (dis-

charge diagnosis) setting and how does that relate to timing of infec-

tion among children with cancer? In what clinical settings is

temperature a more reliable indicator of infection than a fever diagno-

sis? What other elements of infection (eg, diagnosis, treatment, test-

ing) should be present with fever to reliably represent infection? The

mapping of clinical concept to representation can be complex, and

strongly shapes how to measure data quality, which can in turn define

which of several alternative DQ checks will prove most effective in

the analysis.

Assessing the validity of clinical variable definitions and represen-

tation requires a set of tools in order to develop specific DQ checks.

The assessment lens answers the question: What specific tests can we

use to evaluate the variables and ensure that scientific analyses con-

ducted using the data are valid? Four common lenses used to answer

this question for clinical data are epidemiology, diagnostics, clinical care,

and utilization, which are described in Table 2. For the current study,

examples might include: Are the diagnoses for cancer types that are

seen in the database the ones that are typical of pediatric cancer [epi-

demiology]? Are diagnoses of infection accompanied by clinical indica-

tors such as fever or positive cultures [diagnostics]? Is the

chemotherapy intensity for low- and high-risk patients what would be

expected [clinical care]? Are patients with cancer undergoing treat-

ment receiving the appropriate ongoing care at the institution

[utilization]?

Figure 2 illustrates considerations as the framework is applied at

each step from clinical data factors to representation to assessment

lenses for two aspects of the cancer study: the cohort definition

(established cancer patient) and primary outcome (evidence of infec-

tion). In this figure, we assume that the cancer cohort will be limited

to patients with leukemia, which is the most common type of pediatric

cancer, for simplicity of illustration. By describing what data are avail-

able, the clinical data factors prescribe ways one might define these

variables and cohorts. Examining representations in turn helps to make

definitions precise, and narrows the range of potential questions that

DQ checks should test. As a result, the middle boxes provide exam-

ples of how these variables are represented in the data. For example,

TABLE 2 Assessment lens types for health care data

Assessment

lens Goal Sample tests

Epidemiology Examine incidence and

distribution of

analytic variables such

as diagnoses, drug

exposures, procedure

events, etc, to check

for validity or internal

consistency

• Incidence and

population

characteristics

• Subtype (eg, sub-

diagnosis)

breakdown and

clinical setting

characteristics

• Variation of

prevalence across

participating

institutions

Diagnostics Identify and attempt to

phenotype patients or

medical events based

on clinical criteria

available in the data

• Major clinical facts

available to cross-

validate

• Impact of variations

on cohort definitions

• Distributions of test

results, vital signs, or

other medical events

used in diagnosis

Clinical Care Examine treatments,

evolution over time,

or expected clinical

pathways for patients

to identify potential

variations or outliers

• Common clinical co-

occurrences

• Treatment data

available / plausible

for indication

• Sequence of events

available / plausible

over time

Utilization Determine pattern of

healthcare utilization

given a set of clinical

characteristics

• Visit type alignment

with diagnoses/

comorbidity severity

• Facts associated with

visit types (eg, ICU

with more frequent

vital signs)

• Variation of

utilization across

participating

institutions

Note: Commonly used lenses for clinical data are described, with examples

of specific types of tests each might produce.
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all chemotherapy orders may not be present, so focusing DQ testing

on the most important chemotherapeutics may help to identify pat-

terns for treatment. Similarly, infection severity can be defined in

numerous ways (eg, test results confirming a pathogen, treatment

with pressors, unstable vital signs, clinician-entered diagnosis), and

each of these will need to be mapped to data domains, codesets, and

definitions. Finally, the boxes on the right offer examples of assess-

ment lenses, shaping the clinical question for DQ requirements. For

example, multiple approaches for defining infection could be formally

crosschecked to ensure that variable definitions are aligned.

4.3 | Analytic uses

Variable importance and research priorities often drive the focus of

DQ in research networks as well as study-specific analyses. In learning

health systems or clinical data networks, priorities may be set by

governing bodies or by the network's focus in practice. For example,

the PEDSnet learning health system has conducted several

nephrology-related projects, and the network's DQ efforts extended

to curating related variables, such as developing reliable urine protein

test data, accurate eGFR trajectories, and a validated glomerular dis-

ease phenotype.54 Similarly, study-specific priorities may drive focus

on key variables such as those used in cohort definitions and

outcomes, rather than on minor covariates. In the cancer study exam-

ple, the severe infection variable may outweigh all others in the DQ

testing plan, given that it is a primary outcome, has the greatest clini-

cal impact, and is arguably the most complex to represent in the data.

Decisions about analytic uses also drive the intended scope of

testing. In the semantic DQ model, scope refers to the range of cases

across which the DQ check must reach and its intended reuse. Study-

specific scope shapes checks to a highly specific context, in which only

the study's requirements and variables are considered. In our example,

study-specific scope might yield checks limited to chemotherapeutic

agents rather than broader medications, or of only infection types sig-

nificant in this patient population. Clinical-domain-specific checks are

more generalizable across analyses, but continue to focus on a defined

set of clinical concepts. They typically contain a broader range of vari-

ables and more extended value sets than study-specific checks.

Instead of limited DQ checks relating to infections in the context of

chemotherapy, for example, clinical-domain-specific checks may

examine infections across other conditions and settings. General DQ

checks are usually applied to a large data resource where expected

usage varies across studies. These checks may overlap with structural

DQA, but remain based in broadly useful clinical concepts more than

data model specifications. For example, a clinical-domain-restricted

check may focus on chemotherapeutic agents, but overall drug utiliza-

tion patterns may provide insight into the heterogeneity and

F IGURE 2 Example semantic DQA specification process, demonstrating the phases by which research hypotheses associated with the example
chemotherapy/infection study are translated to requirements for semantic DQA checks
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characteristics of medication data as a whole. This scope may serve as

the floor on which to build more meaningful semantic checks as ana-

lyses demand, or to develop broad benchmarks to follow over time.

4.4 | DQ principles and DQ methods

Data quality principles draw from DQ theory to develop a semantic

DQ check. The range of possibilities includes often-needed DQ check

types like: outliers (numeric or temporal), completeness of records, vari-

able concordance, and plausible distribution of facts. Outlier detection is

a common statistical approach for detecting questionable values in a

dataset. In DQ assessment, this approach attempts to understand

how analytic variables can be defined optimally within the parameters

of available data, or to explore plausible explanations for variation. For

example, extreme values in heights or weights can be explained by

measurement or mechanical errors, and may be accounted for by

examining where these errors are more likely to occur. In the context

of semantic DQA, completeness of records is a common DQ problem in

clinical data because data may be limited to care provided within a

health care system. Therefore, information about care sought outside

a health system or access to community resources is not available. For

example, a child can receive ADHD medications or neuropsychologic

testing within a particular health system, but primary care and social

services provided in the community or school performance are not

readily available in clinical data. Variable concordance measures the

degree to which clinical concepts are consistently represented across

different parts of the data. For example, hypertension can be

expressed through a series of blood pressure measurements, antihy-

pertensive medications, and diagnoses. Discordance can be explained

by incomplete patient records, variable coding practices for health

conditions, incomplete ETL processes, or sub-optimal codeset or vari-

able development. Finally, plausible distribution of facts refers to the

TABLE 3 Application of data quality practices

Data quality

principle Sample DQ checks

Numeric outlier

detection

• Develop plots of blood pressure and

temperature values to detect implausible

values (epidemiology)

Temporal outlier

detection

• Determine proportion of hospitalizations

where antibiotic treatment is provided

without evidence of abnormal vitals (ie,

temperature or blood pressure), stratified by

site. (clinical care)

• Create time trend graphs to detect whether

there are any abnormal spikes in

hospitalizations for infection, in relation to

chemotherapy intensity (utilization)

Completeness of

records

• Determine proportion of antibiotic drugs

appropriately mapped from source systems,

stratified by institution and antibiotic name

(diagnostics)

• Create metrics for patients for whom

complete chemotherapy data are available:

eg, number of hospitalizations, number of

antibiotic drugs, number of blood pressure

measurements, number of temperature checks,

number of ICU visits, number of infection

diagnoses, etc, and perform cluster analysis

by site, site*year, or site*risk category, to

detect site outliers (clinical care)

Concordance of

facts

• Create Venn Diagram of labs, vitals,

diagnoses, and medications to understand

how different definitions alter the overlap of

the data domains to define infection

(clinical care)

Plausible

distribution of

facts

• Proportion of patients with sepsis diagnosis

and visit to the ICU in cancer cohort vs a

cohort of healthy patients (utilization)

Note: Selected DQ targets from the example chemotherapy/infection

study are shown, annotated by the assessment lenses that produced them.

F IGURE 3 DQ check for outliers in
vital sign measurement. The results of
k-means clustering over the first two
principal components evaluating
measurement of four vital signs
sensitive to severity of illness are
shown. Measurement rates were
assessed by site and within site by care
setting (ICU or non-ICU inpatient unit)
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believability of specific elements within the source data. For example,

creatinine measurement frequency and values in a cohort of children

diagnosed with chronic kidney disease should differ significantly from

a cohort of patients diagnosed with anxiety or depression.

The data quality methods phase of our framework formalizes the

implementation of data quality principles in the creation of DQ checks.

The DQ literature includes approaches to visualizing DQ or applying

statistical or descriptive methods measuring data quality. These

methods vary in complexity and specificity. For example, setting

predefined thresholds for acceptable DQ (eg, institutions must have

mapped values for >80% of all prescription drugs) requires less inten-

sive evaluation than detecting outliers within the data based on induc-

tive methods (eg, clustering by institutions to track usage of diagnosis

codes). DQ methods should align with any expected reporting require-

ments for the study or larger governing bodies for research networks,

so that appropriate decisions (eg, whether data must be remediated or

excluded, whether analyses must be adapted) can be made.

Importantly, selection of DQ methods includes consideration of

what results are generated as well as what aspect of data is tested.

The most effective checks may not produce a pass/fail result; often,

summary visualizations of clinical facts are effective tools to quickly

identify DQ problems without resource intensive modeling or check

development. Similarly, reporting of detailed results using tools such

as clustering or flow diagrams, or even databases of DQA test results,

may be more valuable to future users of the data than a set of binary

statements or an overall “passing grade” for DQA. For example,

potential adopters of infection prevention measures resulting from

our example study will need to assess whether the underlying antibi-

otic utilization and data capture align with their own clinical setting, in

order to determine whether adopting the measures are likely valuable

to them. The ability to assess DQA results in some detail may also

help to reduce the ways that bias in any one person's weighting of

DQ issues propagates into study design or interpretation of results.

4.5 | Requirements for DQ check construction

The product of the framework is a set of requirements that

researchers, data scientists, clinicians, and informaticists can use to

create DQ checks. The framework is open-ended in that it does not

fully prescribe a checklist of concrete DQ tests to apply, as achieving

this degree of specificity for all cases would result in a highly complex

process. Nor, as a conceptual framework, does it create the execut-

able code to evaluate the checks. Rather, the purpose of this frame-

work is to systematically approach a known problem that is often

addressed on an ad-hoc basis or as a partial preprocessing step for

analyses.

Table 3 shows parts of the final output from the conceptual

framework for the cancer study, beginning from the point shown in

Figure 2. We applied analytic uses to focus the examples on cohort

definition and the primary outcome variable, infections. The scope

was limited to study-specific impact. Data quality principles and

accompanying methods were then used as tools to examine the spe-

cific questions generated, with the purpose of validating infections in

this cohort of patients. For example, the DQ principles “completeness

of records” and “concordance of facts” provide means for testing the

clinical care lens to examine how often the different activities that

might be a response to infection agree across clinical domains. In this

example, the selected methods are clustering a set of metrics as well

as creating a visualization of the overlap.

4.6 | Additional applications of the semantic DQ
framework

To further illustrate use of the framework to generate DQ checks

beyond typical practice, we provide two examples drawn from work

by the PEDSnet DQ team. For a study examining patient acuity, the

analytic design compared physiologic state across inpatient and inten-

sive care settings [analytic use], with the expectation that increased

monitoring is a distinguishing characteristic of ICUs [clinical data fac-

tor]. While the analysis plan accounts for ascertainment bias due to

differential sampling, it also relies on completeness [data quality princi-

ple] in each setting, to allow for reasonable comparison. To assess this,

we selected a subset of vital signs that are sensitive to disease sever-

ity: blood pressure, oxygen saturation, temperature, and heart rate,

each collected in PEDSnet data [representation]. Monitoring should be

consistent across all institutions [assessment lens: utilization]. We

therefore performed outlier detection using clustering [data quality

methods], with results shown in Figure 3. The check reveals two insti-

tutions where the ICU data behave differently, which may point to a

DQ problem in ICU vital sign measurement or unit classification. This

finding has implications for overall completeness of ICU data at these

two sites.

F IGURE 4 Dotplot of study cohort
contribution across PEDSnet institutions.
The observed to expected ratio for
multiple PEDSnet studies is shown.
Participating PEDSnet institutions are
lined across the x-axis and dots represent
individual network studies
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All PEDSnet members provide multispecialty tertiary care for chil-

dren. On average, then, each institution contributes to cohorts selected

by health care data proportionally to its share of the overall PEDSnet

population [clinical data factors]. The pattern of contribution over time

can therefore serve as a measure of overall site capability reflective in

the network's research areas of focus [analytic use]. We assessed site

activity against this expectation [data quality principle] by comparing an

institution's observed cohort size [representation] across multiple studies

to its expected size [assessment lens: epidemiology], reporting ratios per

study as a dotplot [data quality method]. Figure 4 demonstrates that two

sites consistently have fewer patients in study cohorts than expected,

which indicates that patient records may be incomplete across multiple

domains at these institutions [data quality principle]. This DQ problem

points to systemic issues that warrant further investigation and discus-

sion with ETL analysts and site investigators.

5 | CONCLUSION

This paper describes a semantic DQ model that extends beyond struc-

tural and general checks to assess fitness for use. We describe a sys-

tematic process for considering analytic requirements and data

provenance, and applying DQA best practices to design checks that

interrogate the ability of data to support a particular use. This allows

for more transparent assessment of a data source's validity, as well as

the generalizability of results obtained from analyzing it. The frame-

work accounts for the need to incorporate clinical context in design-

ing DQ assessment. It also can be applied at multiple levels to assess

network-, clinical domain-, or study-specific aspects of DQ in a sys-

tematic and reproducible fashion.
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